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With offices in Thailand, Singapore, Malaysia, India 
and Philippines, Enovatek Energy is a dynamic 
company dedicated to providing sharply focused and 
practical energy-saving solutions to industry and 
commerce. 

Enovatek combines leaders and experts from within 
the energy efficient technology field, which are able 
to package solutions to ensure that customers are 
achieving the highest possible level of energy-savings 
without interruptions to operations.
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WHAT IS SOLAR 
AIR 

CONDITIONER
We all know that cooling and heating is the 
biggest problem that people face in terms of 
electricity usage and cost. Cooling and 
heating takes over 70% of total power in 
each building. We have developed  high 
level of technology by producing the first 
solar inverter air conditioner - a new 
generation of air conditioning while saving
the environment.

Enovatek Energy solar Air Conditioner draws 
power from the sun to power your split air 
conditioner without any inverters. 

It is as simple as that!
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ACDC HYBRID SOLAR
AC

The ACDC Solar Air Conditioner runs directly on DC power from
solar panels during the day. With our intelligent power
management technology, the air con system will smartly and 
seamlessly move back to AC (the grid) when there is not enough 
sunlight or at night without the need for inverters, batteries or 
controllers.

The solar DC power directly replaces any equivalent amount of 
AC power form the power company and can cut daytime energy 
coast for air conditioning or heating by up to 80-90%.

• During the day, the ACDC AC can get most out of its power 
from solar energy resulting in an efficiency above SEER 35 when 
using two >/= 300W solar panels. 

• The unit can be connected 2 x 300W up to 8 x 300W 
panels. 

• The system is designed for hybrid operation with solar 
providing most of the energy needed during daylight hours.

• This air conditioner must be connected to a 220/240VAC 
power source and is not designed for off-grid operation. 
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SOLAR PANEL 
SYSTEM 

REQUIREMENT
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DC 100% OFF GRID
SOLAR AC

These units will run on solar during the day 
and have battery storage for night running

Depending where in the world they are 
installed the amount of solar panels and 
the size of battery storage needed to run 
the units will depend on the amount sun 
light hours in that country. The longer you 
require the systems to run after the sun 
goes down the more panels and bigger 
batteries are needed.

The solar panels charge the batteries during 
the daytime and supply power to the air 
conditioner at the same time. At Night 
time, all the power will be from  the 
charged batteries.
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SOLAR PANEL 
SYSTEM 

REQUIREMENT 
FOR 100% OFF 

GRID
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MODELS OF SOLAR AIR CONDITION
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